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Traction

Indian Railways uses a mix of electric and diesel traction. The share of
traffic in terms of train  kms.  and GTKMs for passenger and freight
services hauled under different traction types over the years is given in
the following  tables:

Percentage of train kms. by types of traction
Year               Passenger Freight

Steam Diesel@ Electric Steam Diesel  Electric
Loco EMU

1950-51 93 - 2 5 99 - 1
1960-61 91 - 2 7 94 5 1
1970-71 77 7 7 9 46 39 15
1980-81 49 25 14 12 18 62 20
1990-91 21.8 42.4 22.6 13.2 3 60.6 34.4
2000-01 - 56.2 31.2 12.7 - 43.5 56.5
2004-05 - 52.4 33.4 14.2 - 41.0 59.0
2005-06 - 52.2 33.8 14.0 - 40.4 59.6
2006-07 - 51.7* 36.4* 13.5* - 39.9 60.1
2007-08 - 51.6 36.5 13.5 - 38.10 61.9
@ Includes   DHMU & DEMU
*  revised

  Percentage of gross tonne kms. by types of traction
              Passenger Freight

Steam     Diesel@ Electric Steam Diesel   Electric
Loco EMU

1950-51 92.4 - 2.8 4.8 98.3 - 1.7
1960-61 91.9 - 2.7 5.4 90.5 8.1 1.4
1970-71 74.1 10.7 8.2 7.0 32.2 47.7 20.1
1980-81 41.2 33.0 17.2 8.6 9.0 67.0 24.0
1990-91 15.1 47.1 29.5 8.3 0.8 57.8 41.4
2000-01 - 52.8 40.2 7.0 - 40.2 59.8
2004-05 - 51.0 41.2 7.8 - 37.4 62.6
2005-06 - 51.2 41.1 7.7 - 37.4 62.6
2006-07 - 50.6* 43.4* 6.4* - 37.1* 62.9*
2007-08 - 51.0 43.1 6.2 - 36.2 63.7
@ Includes DHMU & DEMU
 *  revised
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Diesel Traction:
ALCO Locos:

ALCO locos are being manufactured  for some time with superior
technological  features viz. 3100/3300 HP rating with fuel-efficient
turbochargers, microprocessor-based control, traction motors with roller
bearing suspension, crew friendly cab designs and upgraded sub
assemblies and equipment. These features are also being incorporated
on existing locos undergoing rebuilding at Diesel Loco Modernization
Works  (DMW).

The schedule periodicity of upgraded ALCO loco has been
increased to 30 days.
Diesel Electrical Multiple Units for Jammu and Kashmir:

Integral Coach Factory has designed and manufactured  Diesel
Electric Multiple Unit (DEMU) rakes for services  in Jammu and
Kashmir valley.  These  have been specially designed to operate in
subzero conditions up to - 100C and  furnished aesthetically for the
tourists. A maintenance depot has been set up at Badgam  for the
upkeep and maintenance of these newly manufactured train sets.

Some of the  features of these newly designed  DEMUs are:
● Roof mounted heating units  for passenger comfort  during

winter.
● Bi-directional public address system between driver and

passengers.
● Cushioned seats.
● Special antiskid  coach flooring.
● Stainless steel  chequered sheet below the first window of the

compartment to enable visually challenged  passengers to
identify the coach.

● LED  destination board.
● Snow cutting cattle guard.
● Aerodynamic Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) front for the driving

coach with cab heating system.
● Defrosting unit  to prevent formation of fog on the lookout

glass.
EMD Locomotives:

EMD locomotives of 4000/4500 HP rating, with AC-AC
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transmission are being manufactured at Diesel Loco Modernization
Works using  Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) technology.  IR
has thus joined the ranks of leading loco manufacturers by incorporating
IGBT technology.

The WDG4 locomotive has a starting tractive effort  of 54 t which
is  highest amongst all loco types presently in use on Indian Railways.

A joint venture has also been envisaged for  a new diesel locomotive
factory at Marhowra to manufacture  4500 and 6000 HP rating locos.
Alternate fuel initiatives:

HSD oil blended with bio-diesel has been planned for use as
alternate fuel. It is proposed to use  B10 mixture i.e. 10% bio diesel
blend . To this end  50,000 kl of bio-diesel is being procured.

To reduce dependence on fossil fuels, new technological
developments in the use of alternate fuels, gas turbine engines, fuel cell
technology, etc. are also being explored.

Running of dual fuel DEMUs using HSD and CNG has also been
contemplated.
Electric Traction:
Recent developments:
Drivers Vigilance Telemetric  Control and Monitoring System
(DVTCS) :

Drivers Vigilance Telemetric Control and Monitoring System
(DVTCS) continuously monitors the biometric  conditions of the Driver
through a sensing device attached to the body of the Driver.  The device
generates audio-visual warning for a predetermined period in the event
of loss of attention on the part of the Driver and  applies brakes on the
locomotive if not responded.
Optimization of adhesion control on 3-phase electric
locomotives:

WAG-9 locos hauling heavier trains sometimes encounter the
problem of wheel slipping. To alleviate this problem, Chittaranjan
Locomotive Works and Research  Design and Standard Organization
have optimized adhesion control on the locomotive by  replacing the
earlier used passive sensors based on weigand principle with hall effect
speed sensors.
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Reliability improvement measures on 3-phase Traction Motor
for WAG-9 Locomotives:

IR introduced 3-phase electric locomotives in the late 1990s to
obtain the advantages of higher power, regeneration during braking
and superior technology.  While the benefits of improved power and
regeneration have been realized, 3-phase induction motors, in the
WAG-9  locos continued to experience a higher rate of  failure including
failures of GTOs in power converters.

To overcome this problem, the design of traction motors  has
been further improved  by supporting the overhangs of stator windings
in the limited space thereby eliminating stresses at the coils overhang
and core slot ends.
Steam Locomotives:

Steam locomotives are  the  icons of IR’s history. These gallant
stalwarts of a bygone era are now part of IR’s glorious  heritage.
Considering their heritage value and attractiveness for the tourists, the
following sections have been earmarked  for running of trains hauled
by steam locos :

i) Fairy Queen service between Delhi Cantt. and  Alwar ( Guinness
certified as the oldest (152 years) working steam locomotive);

ii) The Darjeeling Himalayan Railway (DHR) from New Jalpaiguri
to Darjeeling, now in its 128th year, and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site ;

iii) Mettupalayam-Udagamandalam on Nilgiri Mountain Railway.
This being a centenary year for the Coonor-Ooty Section,
celebration were held from mid October to end December;

iv) Simla-Kanda Ghat on Kalka-Simla Railway (KSR).  The Simla-
Kalka section is now a UNESCO   World Heritage Site;

v) Neral-Matheran on Matheran Light Railway (MLR), It is
proposed to enscript this railway as a World Heritage Site;

vi) Pathankot-Palampur on Kangra Valley Railway (KVR);
In addition, IR also runs, steam locomotives on special

commemorative occasions.  Special runs were conducted in Mysore
and Bangalore during the year.  A number of steam locomotives have
been preserved at the National Rail Museum, Regional Rail Museums
and also given place of pride on pedestals of Zonal and Divisional
Railway Headquarters and public places.  A Steam (Steam Traction
Expertise and Maintenance) Committee  has been set up to address
comprehensively issues pertaining to regular steam operations for
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periodic and commemorative runs to ensure safe and sustained running
of steam locos.
Consumption of Fuel/Energy:

Quantity Consumed
For traction For other than traction

purposes (including
manufacturing units)

2006-07 2007-08 2006-07 2007-08

Electricity  (Million KWH) 11,061.5 11,684.67 2,337.2 2,410.97
HSD Oil      (Million litres) 2,211.53 2,284.06 39.95 43.73
Coal           (Million  tonnes) 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.002


